
MONOGRAMMED KEY HOLDERS
Makes 6 key chains

Materials
50-inch lightweight cowhide leather strip
¼ cup water
Turquoise leather edge paint
Clear matte leather finish, see Sources
Split 1-inch key ring
Medium double-cap rivets

Tools
Ruler
Pencil
Fabric scissors
Leather skiver
Small foam brushes
Alphabet stamp set, ¼-inch
Self-healing cutting mat
Crafts knife
Small paintbrushes
Leather punch
Hammer

Instructions
1. Lay leather strip on flat surface. Use a ruler and pencil to measure and mark six 8-inch increments the length of the strip. Cut at marks to 
separate six 8-inch strips. Discard remaining piece.

2. With a skiver, trim leather strips to reach the pliability desired, focusing on the center of the strip where it will fold in half. 

3. Place a strip, faceup, on a smooth surface. Lightly wet 3 inches of one end of the strip with a foam brush dipped in water. Use alphabet 
stamp to monogram wet end as desired, leaving 1 inch unstamped below monogram. Repeat on opposite end. Repeat for remaining strips. 
Let dry. 

4. If desired, fold strip crosswise in half, aligning edges; cut a small ½-inch V in each end. 

5. Use a small paintbrush to apply color (edge paint or water stain) to the back of each strip, if desired. Use paintbrush to carefully paint all 
edges with edge paint. Let dry 5 minutes.

6. Apply clear matte finish to the front of each leather strip with a foam brush. Let dry. 

7. Place split key ring in the center of the strip and fold strip in half over the ring with back sides together and ends aligned. Approximately 
1 inch from the fold, use a leather punch to center a hole through both layers of leather. Push long piece of double-cap rivet through one 
side of the hole. Place shorter half on opposite side, aligning pieces. Use a hammer to secure rivet pieces together. Repeat for each key 
chain.


